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Abstract
Rehabilitation robot efficacy for restoring upper extremity function post-stroke could
potentially be improved if robot control algorithms accounted for patient-specific neural
control deficiencies. As a first step toward the development of such control algorithms using
model-based methods, this study provides general guidelines for creating and simulating
closed chain arm-robot models in the OpenSim environment, along with a specific example
involving a three-dimensional arm moving within a two degree-of-freedom upper extremity
rehabilitation robot. The closed chain arm-robot model developed in OpenSim was evalu-
ated using experimental robot motion and torque data collected from a single healthy sub-
ject under four conditions: 1) active robot alone, 2) active robot with passive arm, 3) passive
robot with active arm, and 4) active robot with active arm. Computational verification of the
combined model was performed for all four conditions, whereas experimental validation was
performed for only the first two conditions since torque measurements were not available
for the arm. For the four verification problems, forward dynamic simulations reproduced
experimentally measured robot joint angles with average root-mean-square (RMS) errors of
less than 0.3 degrees and correlation coefficients of 1.00. For the two validation problems,
inverse dynamic simulations reproduced experimentally measured robot motor torques with
average RMS errors less than or equal to 0.5 Nm and correlation coefficients between 0.92
and 0.99. If patient-specific muscle–tendon and neural control models can be successfully
added in the future, the coupled arm-robot OpenSim model may provide a useful testbed for
designing patient-specific robot control algorithms that facilitate recovery of upper extrem-
ity function post-stroke.

Keywords Rehabilitation robotics · Musculoskeletal modeling · Neuromusculoskeletal
modeling · OpenSim · Kinarm · Stroke neurorehabilitation

1 Introduction

Strokes are one of the most prevalent serious health conditions in society today with one
in four people over the age of 25 experiencing a stroke in their lifetime [1]. Eighty percent
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of strokes lead to hemiparesis of the contralateral upper limb with 40% becoming chronic
[2]. Hemiparesis can significantly affect a patient’s ability to perform activities of daily
living by limiting the ability to reach and grasp [3, 4]. This fact helps explain why stroke
is a leading cause of long-term disability [5], with over 50% of stroke survivors aged 18
to 64 years reporting a stroke-related work disability [6]. Although the high prevalence and
serious consequences of stroke have motivated extensive research seeking to develop more
effective treatments, the statistics above indicate that existing clinical interventions are often
unable to restore lost arm and hand function to the extent that patients desire.

Rehabilitation robotics is a growing research area that is seeking to fill the gap between
what existing clinical treatments can achieve and the amount of upper extremity function
that patients would like to recover [7]. Rehabilitation robots utilize a wide range of differ-
ent assistive cooperative control algorithms that fall into three general categories: passive
control, triggered passive control, and partially assistive control [8]. Partially assistive con-
trol, or assist-as-needed control, is the most common and seeks to help the patient com-
plete the desired motion while requiring the most effort possible from the patient [9]. When
calculating the necessary robot control torques, many assist-as-needed controllers are com-
plex enough to account for dynamic contributions from the subject’s arm, but none to date
account for patient-specific neural control deficits or desired neural control changes. Com-
pared to patients receiving conventional therapy, those receiving upper extremity robotic
therapy do not generally exhibit larger improvements in their ability to perform activities
of daily living [10, 11]. While the reasons for this lack of effectiveness remain unclear,
the uniqueness of each patient’s neural control deficits and the generic nature of existing
rehabilitation robot control methods are likely contributing factors [12–14].

One way to account for the uniqueness of each patient’s neural control deficits is through
the use of personalized neuromusculoskeletal models. Coupling such models with rehabil-
itation robot models could facilitate the use of model-based methods for designing patient-
specific robot control algorithms. Personalized neuromusculoskeletal models have recently
matured to the point where they can represent patient-specific neural control characteris-
tics post-stroke and predict a patient’s function under new conditions [15, 16]. Furthermore,
generic neuromusculoskeletal models have already proven to be effective tools to support
the design of exoskeleton robots [17–19] and end-effector robot control systems [20]. How-
ever, coupling a personalized neuromusculoskeletal model with a rehabilitation robot model
creates closed kinematic chains that are challenging to model and simulate [19–21] with
the commonly-used musculoskeletal modeling software OpenSim [22, 23]. Although three
previous studies have coupled some form of upper extremity musculoskeletal model with
some form of robot model [18, 19, 27], none of these studies provided general guidelines for
modeling and simulating the resulting closed kinematic chains within the OpenSim environ-
ment, and none performed extensive computational verification and experimental validation
of their coupled arm-robot models.

As a first step toward designing patient-specific robot control algorithms for upper ex-
tremity neurorehabilitation post-stroke using model-based methods, this study addresses the
challenges involved in creating and simulating coupled arm-robot models possessing multi-
ple closed kinematic chains using OpenSim. These challenges include determining the num-
ber of degrees of freedom in a closed chain model, constructing a closed chain model using
available OpenSim constraints, and simulating a closed chain model using available Open-
Sim dynamic simulation methods. Specifically, after presenting general guidelines for how
to construct and simulate multibody dynamic models possessing closed kinematic chains
within the OpenSim environment, we present a specific example involving the Kinarm (Ki-
narm Corporation, Kingston, ON, Canada) upper extremity rehabilitation robot. Creation of
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a three-dimensional musculoskeletal arm-Kinarm robot model in OpenSim required model-
ing not only the closed kinematic chain involving the arm and robot but also multiple closed
kinematic chains within the robot. The coupled arm-robot OpenSim model was verified
computationally and validated experimentally using data collected from a single subject per-
forming shoulder–elbow reaching tasks within the Kinarm robot, confirming the reliability
and utility of the proposed general guidelines. If patient-specific muscle–tendon and neural
control models can be successfully added in the future, then the final arm-robot OpenSim
model may eventually provide a useful testbed for designing patient-specific rehabilitation
robot control algorithms that facilitate recovery of upper extremity function post-stroke.

2 General guidelines

Before describing the specific arm-robot model application, we begin by providing helpful
general guidelines for constructing and simulating multibody dynamic models possessing
closed kinematic chains within the OpenSim environment. These general guidelines are
intended to provide guidance to researchers who wish to perform similar closed chain model
construction and simulation tasks to those presented here but using a different robot than the
Kinarm.

Rigid body dynamic systems can be categorized as either “open chain” or “closed chain.”
The most common category is an open-chain system, where one end of the system is attached
to a base body by a joint while the other end of the system is completely unconstrained. In
contrast, a closed-chain system arises when both ends of the system are attached to the same
base body by a joint. Closed-chain systems are more difficult to analyze kinematically and
dynamically since the additional joint at the far end of the system constrains (or limits)
the achievable configurations of the system. In an open-chain system, all of the generalized
coordinates defining the configuration of the system are independent of one another. How-
ever, in a closed-chain system, the constraints imposed by the additional joint make some
of the system’s generalized coordinates dependent on the values of the other generalized
coordinates. In this case, the values of the dependent generalized coordinates are no longer
required to determine the configuration of the system but rather can be found from the values
of the independent generalized coordinates.

2.1 Closed-chain model degrees of freedom

The key to developing a rigid body dynamic model with one or more closed kinematic chains
is determining first, how many independent degrees of freedom (DOFs) the model should
have, and second, which types of joints should be used throughout the model to achieve the
desired number of independent DOFs. The answer to the first question is determined sub-
jectively based on knowledge of the system being modeled. In contrast, the answer to the
second question can be determined objectively based on knowledge of some basic mathe-
matical relationships. Specifically, the number of DOFs n in a rigid body dynamic model
without or with closed kinematic chains can be calculated for a two-dimensional (2D) or
three-dimensional (3D) system by knowing the number of rigid bodies b in the model and
the number of constraints c imposed by joints in the model:

n = 3b − c for a 2D system, (1)

n = 6b − c for a 3D system, (2)
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Table 1 Summary of constraints for different types of joints in two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) rigid body dynamic models

Dimensions Joint type Translational
constraints

Rotational
constraints

Total number
of constraints

Total number
of DOFs

2D Weld 2 1 3 0

Pin 2 0 2 1

Slider 1 1 2 1

Planar 0 0 0 3

3D Weld 3 3 6 0

Pin 3 2 5 1

Slider 2 3 5 1

Universal 3 1 4 2

Cylindrical 2 2 4 2

Gimbal 3 0 3 3

Planar 1 2 3 3

Ball 3 0 3 3

Bearing 2 0 2 4

6-DOF 0 0 0 6

Fig. 1 a) Open- and b) closed-chain planar kinematic models composed of three rigid links connected by pin
joints. The open-chain model possesses 3 DOFs, whereas the closed-chain model possesses 1 DOF. Points
O , P , and Q are locations of pin joints for both models, whereas point R is the added pin joint for the closed-
chain model. Generalized coordinates q1, q2, and q3 are independent for the open-chain model, whereas any
of the three coordinates can be chosen as the one independent coordinate for the closed-chain model

where the ground body is never included in the number of bodies. For a 2D system, each
unconstrained rigid body with no joints possesses 3 DOFs, whereas for a 3D system, each
unconstrained rigid body possesses 6 DOFs. Adding joints to a body constrains the body’s
motion and reduces these initial numbers of DOFs. The number of constraints provided by
each joint is determined by the translations and rotations that the joint does not permit. For
example, a pin joint does not allow 2 translations for a 2D system, whereas for a 3D system,
it does not allow 3 translations and 2 rotations. For reference, the number of constraints
provided by different types of common joints are listed in Table 1.

Some simple examples are helpful for demonstrating how to calculate the number of
DOFs for 2D and 3D open- and closed-chain rigid body dynamic models. Consider first a
planar open-chain three-bar linkage, where the first body is connected to ground by a pin
joint, the second body to the first body by a pin joint, and the third body to the second body
by a pin joint (Fig. 1a), with all pin joint axes being perpendicular to the plane of motion.
Thus this model possesses three bodies and three pin joints. If we consider the model to be
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a 2D system, then the number of DOFs is found from Eq. (1):

n = 3 (3) − 2 (3) = 3.

Since each pin joint in a 2D system prevents 2 translations, the 3 pin joints impose 6
constraints on the motion of the system. Similarly, if we consider the model to be a 3D
system, then the number of DOFs is found from Eq. (2):

n = 6 (3) − 5 (3) = 3.

In a 3D system, each pint joint prevents 3 translations and 2 rotations, and thus 3 pin
joints impose 15 constraints. Either way, Eqs. (1) and (2) indicate that the model possesses
3 DOFs, as one would expect.

A less obvious result occurs when the open-chain three-bar linkage is turned into a
closed-chain four-bar linkage by pinning the far end of the chain to the ground, where the
axis of the new pin joint is again perpendicular to the plane of motion (Fig. 1b). If we con-
sider the resulting model to be a 2D system, then the number of DOFs is again found from
Eq. (1):

n = 3 (3) − 2 (4) = 1.

Thus “closing the chain” with an additional pin joint yields a model with only 1 DOF, as
one would expect. However, if the model is considered to be a 3D system, then the number
of DOFs found from Eq. (2) becomes

n = 6 (3) − 5 (4) = −2.

Though initially surprising, a negative number of DOFs indicates that the model is overcon-
strained and may lock up or not assemble successfully. Since the desired number of DOFs
is 1 for a four-bar linkage, -2 DOFs indicate that the model possesses 3 excess constraints.
To eliminate 3 redundant constraints, one can replace the additional pin joint possessing
5 constraints with a bearing joint possessing only 2 translational constraints. The bearing
joint constrains the far end of the three-bar linkage the same way as in the 2D case but
without adding a redundant out-of-plane reaction force and two redundant in-plane reaction
moments. With this change, the resulting number of DOFs becomes

n = 6 (3) − [5 (3) + 2 (1)] = 1,

as expected.

2.2 Closed-chain model construction in OpenSim

These theoretical concepts provide the foundation needed for constructing coupled arm-
robot models in OpenSim, where the primary challenge is how to model closed kinematic
chains. Overcoming this challenge requires understanding two additional OpenSim con-
cepts. The first concept involves the difference between joints and constraints in OpenSim.
Joints are used to create open kinematic chains by connecting individual bodies together.
Joints in OpenSim follow a parent–child relationship, where every parent body can be con-
nected by a joint to multiple child bodies (i.e., a parent can have multiple children), but
every child body can be connected by a joint to only one parent body (i.e., a child can
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have only one parent). In contrast, constraints are used to create closed kinematic chains by
connecting one body in an open chain to another body in the same chain. For a constraint,
there is no concept of a parent or child body but rather only two bodies. OpenSim sup-
ports three types of constraints that can be used to close a kinematic chain: PointConstraint,
PointOnLineConstraint, and WeldConstraint. Each of these constraints can be viewed as a
replacement for a corresponding joint. A PointConstraint imposes the same constraints as a
pin (2D) or gimbal (3D) joint, a PointOnLineConstraint the same constraints as a pin+slider
(2D) or bearing (3D) joint, and a WeldConstraint the same constraints as a weld (2D or 3D)
joint.

The second concept involves deciding where to place a constraint to close a kinematic
chain in OpenSim. Multiple options exist for where a constraint can be used to replace a
joint and close the chain. When choosing the location of the constraint, one should keep in
mind four recommendations to maximize the likelihood that the model will assemble and
simulate properly. First, each closed kinematic chain should, if possible, possess only one
constraint. Second, each body should possess at most one constraint. Third, no constraints
should be used where coordinate actuators, prescribed motions, or measured orientations
would be used for the equivalent joint. Fourth, prescribed motions should be applied to only
as many joints as independent DOFs in the closed-chain model, though coordinate actuators
can be applied to as many joints as desired. Because of these four recommendations, the
locations of constraints must be chosen strategically when constructing an OpenSim model
with closed kinematic chains. Once a closed-chain model is constructed in OpenSim, the
number of DOFs should be calculated from Eq. (1) or (2), where the number of constraints
imposed by each OpenSim constraint should be added to the number of constraints. The
calculated number of DOFs should then be compared to the desired number of DOFs to
verify that the selected joints and constraints function as intended.

2.3 Closed-chain model simulation in OpenSim

This theoretical background informs not only closed-chain model construction in OpenSim
but also closed-chain model dynamic simulations in OpenSim. Dynamic simulations fall
into two general categories, “forward” and “inverse.” Performing forward dynamic simula-
tions with a closed-chain model is straightforward in OpenSim, since one can place coordi-
nate actuators on as many joints as desired without overconstraining the model. In contrast,
performing inverse dynamic simulations with a closed-chain model is more complicated in
OpenSim. In closed-chain models, the coordinates can be partitioned into independent and
dependent sets, where the number of independent coordinates equals the number of DOFs
in the model. During an inverse dynamic analysis, OpenSim calculates an inverse dynamic
load for every coordinate in the model, even unactuated dependent coordinates in closed
kinematic chains. To force OpenSim to lump inverse dynamic loads at only the selected
independent coordinates, one can perform a “mixed” dynamic simulation that combines
forward and inverse dynamics in a single simulation [24]. A mixed dynamic simulation is
formulated in OpenSim by including prescribed coordinates (which are differentiated twice
with respect to time automatically by OpenSim) in a forward dynamic simulation, which
causes an associated OpenSim joint reaction analysis to calculate inverse dynamic loads for
the prescribed coordinates. When a model possesses closed kinematic chains, prescribing
the motion of the independent coordinates in a forward dynamic simulation produces inverse
dynamic loads for only those coordinates, with no inverse dynamic loads being calculated
for the dependent coordinates. Consequently, by changing which coordinates are prescribed
one can control which coordinates are treated as independent and thus where OpenSim cal-
culates inverse dynamic loads from a forward dynamic simulation. Furthermore, coordinate
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Table 2 Summary of
experimental conditions. Active
indicates that control torques
were provided by the robot or
arm, whereas passive indicates
that no control torques were
provided robot or arm

Condition Robot Arm

1 Active None

2 Active Passive

3 Passive Active

4 Active Active

actuators applied to dependent coordinates will affect the calculated inverse dynamic loads
for the independent coordinates.

3 Specific example

These general guidelines were used to construct and simulate a coupled arm-robot model
for the Kinarm robot, where simulations were performed to verify and validate the proposed
modeling approaches.

3.1 Experimental data collection

A Kinarm exoskeleton robot (Kinarm Corporation, Kingston, ON, Canada) was utilized for
all experimental and modeling tasks performed in this study. The Kinarm robot possesses 2
DOFs in the transverse plane, fully supports the weight of the arm, and uses multiple closed
kinematic chains to reproduce anatomical shoulder and elbow motion. For test conditions
where the robot was active (see below), the robot was used in position control mode. During
experiments, the robot reports its two commanded motor torques (accurate to within 5%, or
0.2 Nm for our experiments), estimates of the two associated frictional torques, and the two
associated motor angles (accurate to within 0.2°).

Experimental movement data were collected under four conditions (Table 2) using a
Kinarm robot in position control mode without and with the right arm of a single healthy
male subject (age 23 yrs, height 182 cm, mass 82 kg) in the robot. The study was approved
by the institutional review boards of the University of Houston and Rice University, and the
subject gave written informed consent. The four experimental conditions involved 1) active
robot with no arm, 2) active robot with passive arm, 3) passive robot with active arm, and
4) active robot with active arm (i.e., cooperative control). For each experimental condition,
two repetitions of six reaching motions were performed. For each reaching motion, the robot
(and arm if present) started in a neutral pose (shoulder angle 0°, elbow angle 90°), reached
out to one of six targets, and then returned to the neutral pose (Fig. 2). The outbound and
inbound motion segments were each performed in 1 second. For the third condition, the time
to complete the outbound and inbound motion segments was close to 1 second but varied
since the robot was passive and the arm provided all of the control. Thus 12 different motion
segments (6 targets with 2 motion segments each) were performed twice for each exper-
imental condition, resulting in a total of 24 motion segments per experimental condition
treated as separate experimental trials.

3.2 Arm-robot model development

A multibody dynamic model of the Kinarm exoskeleton robot was created in OpenSim
[22, 23]. Kinarm Corporation provided information on the joint center locations and mass
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Fig. 2 Visual depiction of the
experimental task. The
experiment was carried out with
specified 1 second reach times
following 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 3, etc.
trajectories

properties for each link in the robot. Computer-aided design (CAD) geometric models of all
robot links were reverse engineered using a combination of physical measurements made
on the Kinarm robot used in this study and reference images available from the company.
The kinematic structure of the Kinarm robot possesses multiple closed kinematic chains
modeled using pin joints to connect the robot links and point constraints to close kinematic
chains (Fig. 3). Point constraints were strategically located such that each closed kinematic
chain possessed only one point constraint (with one unavoidable exception), each robot link
possessed at most one point constraint, and no point constraints were used where a robot or
arm control torque was applied or where a robot or arm joint angle was measured. Because
the original Kinarm robot model was developed for the left arm but the experimental data
and selected OpenSim upper extremity model were for a right arm (see below), custom
Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) code (available on Simtk.org; see Data Availability
Statement below) was developed that mirrored the original Kinarm OpenSim model to create
a right-sided version.

Since the combined arm-robot model needed to function in 3D space, we used Eq. (2)
to confirm that the Kinarm robot model with multiple closed kinematic chains possessed
2 DOFs as desired. As shown in Fig. 3a, the Kinarm robot model consisted of 12 bodies,
12 pin joints, and 5 point constraints. Thus, based on Eq. (2) and the constraints listed in
Table 1, the number of DOFs was

n = 6 (12) − [5 (12) + 3 (5)] = −3.

Thus, the initial model possessed 2-(-3) = 5 constraints too many, which led to assembly
failures. We resolved this problem by replacing 5 pin joints with 5 cylindrical joints, each
of which imposed 4 rather than 5 constraints by allowing out-of-plane translation. Applying
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Fig. 3 a) Flowchart describing the parent–child tree structure utilized to define joints and constraints in the
Kinarm exoskeleton robot model. b) Visualization of body names in the Kinarm rehabilitation robot. All
joints except ground to baseplate are pin joints. U3, F3, F4, and F5 also have an additional translational
DOF perpendicular to the plane of motion to meet OpenSim assembly tolerance requirements. The ground-
to-baseplate joint is a 6-DOF joint to allow the robot model to be positioned and orientated anywhere relative
to the ground coordinate system. All constraints used in the model are point constraints

Eq. (2) to the modified model yielded

n = 6 (12) − [5 (7) + 4 (5) + 3 (5)] = 2,

exactly as desired. This modification eliminated the initial assembly failures.
The MoBL-ARMS upper extremity musculoskeletal model developed in OpenSim [25]

was selected for use in the coupled arm-robot model. This upper extremity model is three-
dimensional and represents the torso and right arm. The present study used the version of
the model where the torso is fixed to ground. This version possesses 7 DOFs consisting of
a 3-DOF shoulder, 1-DOF elbow, 1-DOF forearm, and 2-DOF wrist. The shoulder model
includes multiple coordinate couplers to couple scapuloclavicular motion to shoulder mo-
tion. For the purposes of the present study, all muscle, ligament, and coordinate limit forces
were deactivated but retained for use in future studies. The generic upper extremity model
was scaled to the dimensions of the experimental subject using physical measurements of
segment lengths made on the subject, where the scaling process adjusted both the segment
lengths and inertia properties. All coordinate couplers in the shoulder were removed from
the scaled model, the previously coupled joints were locked in positions consistent with the
Kinarm robot, and the shoulder was replaced with a 3-DOF ball-and-socket joint. These
changes were required to eliminate incorrect model calculation of inverse dynamic shoulder
muscle torques (see Discussion).

The Kinarm robot model was coupled with the scaled modified upper extremity model in
a manner that mimicked the experimental setup. First, the robot and arm OpenSim models
were combined automatically into a single model using custom Matlab code (available on
Simtk.org) that eliminated the manual tasks normally required to combine two OpenSim
models. Second, the position and orientation of the robot model with respect to ground were
manually adjusted so that the robot’s shoulder and elbow axes were closely aligned with
those of the upper extremity model. Third, the hand of the upper extremity model was rigidly
connected to the hand rest of the Kinarm model using a weld constraint, which produced
an additional closed kinematic chain and necessitated small additional adjustments of the
robot position and orientation with respect to ground. In the resulting combined model, all
7 coordinates in the upper extremity remained unlocked except for the shoulder elevation
coordinate, which was locked at 90° to represent the horizontal position of the arm in the
robot.
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Fig. 4 Visual depiction of the four experimental conditions used in the study. Blue (lighter) curved arrows
indicate where robot and/or arm shoulder torques were generated, whereas red (darker) curved arrows rep-
resent where robot and/or arm elbow torques were generated. All four conditions were used for robot and
combined arm-robot model verification, whereas only the first two conditions were used for model validation

To confirm that the coupled arm-robot model possessed 2 DOFs as desired, we used
Eq. (2) to calculate the number of DOFs in the final model. Prior to the addition of the weld
constraint, the closed-chain Kinarm model possessed 2 DOFs whereas the open-chain arm
model possessed 7 DOFs for a total of 9 DOFs. Adding a weld constraint to connect the two
models and locking the shoulder elevation coordinate introduced 7 constraints. Thus, based
on Eq. (2), the final combined model possessed 9 – 7 = 2 DOFs, again exactly as desired.

3.3 Arm-robot model verification

To gain confidence in our robot and coupled arm-robot OpenSim models, we followed an es-
tablished process to verify and validate both models [26, 27]. Verification addresses whether
a model produces theoretically correct results for the quantities of interest, whereas valida-
tion addresses whether it produces physically realistic results that closely reproduce experi-
mental measurements for the quantities of interest. Although validation is always important,
verification was especially important for these OpenSim models due to the complexities
added by a large number of closed kinematic chains.

Computational verification of the robot and coupled arm-robot models was performed
for all four experimental conditions (Fig. 4). The goal of model verification was to show
that robot and/or arm joint torques calculated via inverse dynamics using the experimentally
measured robot motion could drive a subsequent forward dynamic simulation to reproduce
the original robot motion. The verification process was performed for each of the 24 exper-
imental trials completed for each experimental condition.

For each of the four experimental conditions, we performed one to three mixed dynamic
simulations followed by a final forward dynamic simulation without prescribed motions (Ta-
ble 3) to verify correct theoretical function of the robot and combined arm-robot models for
all 24 experimental trials. For each experimental condition, the first mixed dynamic simula-
tion used the robot motor angles measured experimentally to define the time histories of the
corresponding prescribed coordinates in the robot portion of the model. Conditions 1 and 2
used one mixed dynamic simulation to calculate robot motor torques from measured robot
motor angles. Condition 3 used two mixed dynamics simulations: the first to calculate arm
joint (i.e., shoulder and elbow) angles from measured robot motor angles (required since
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Table 3 Overview of computational simulations used to perform model verification for each of the four
experimental conditions. For each condition, the outputs from one simulation are always used as the inputs
to the next simulation. For example, for Condition 1 (robot only model), robot angles are input to the model,
and the resulting robot torques are output from the model as calculated via a mixed dynamic simulation.
These robot torques are then input to the same model, and the resulting robot angles are output from the
model as calculated via a forward dynamic simulation. The final output robot joint angles should closely
match the initial input robot joint angles if all computational processes were performed correctly, realizing
that small numerical errors are introduced by numerical differentiation (for mixed dynamics) and integration
(for forward dynamics)

Condition Inputs Outputs Simulation

1 Robot angles Robot torques Mixed dynamics

Robot torques Robot angles Forward dynamics

2 Robot angles Robot torques Mixed dynamics

Robot torques Robot angles Forward dynamics

3 Robot angles Arm angles Mixed dynamics

Arm angles Arm torques Mixed dynamics

Arm torques Robot angles Forward dynamics

4 Robot angles Arm angles Mixed dynamics

Arm angles Arm torques Mixed dynamics

Robot angles and 50% arm torques Robot torques Mixed dynamics

Robot torques and 50% arm torques Robot angles Forward dynamics

arm joint angles are not identical to corresponding robot joint angles), and the second to cal-
culate arm joint torques from calculated arm joint angles. Condition 4 required three mixed
dynamic simulations: the first two were the same as for Condition 3, whereas the third cal-
culated robot motor torques from measured robot motor angles while applying 50% of the
calculated arm joint torques from Condition 3 to the shoulder and elbow of the arm model.
Condition 4, which represents cooperative control between the arm and robot, is an approxi-
mation of the corresponding experimental situation since the amount of shoulder and elbow
joint torque provided by the subject’s arm could not be measured. For all four conditions,
a final forward dynamic simulation was performed using as controls the robot and/or arm
torques calculated via mixed dynamics, which were applied to the model using coordinate
actuators. This final simulation predicted robot motor angles to verify consistency between
inverse (via mixed) and forward dynamic simulations, which is challenging for models with
multiple closed kinematic chains due to integration and other numerical issues.

To quantify errors in the model verification process, we calculated three robot joint angle
error measures from the 24 experimental trials simulated for each of the four experimental
conditions. Robot joint (i.e., elbow and shoulder) angles were calculated from robot motor
(i.e., motor1 and motor2) angles using the analytical relationship

θelbow = θmotor2,

θshoulder = θmotor1 + θmotor2.
(3)

Each error measure quantified differences between experimentally measured robot joint an-
gles input (as robot motor angles) into the first mixed dynamic simulation and computation-
ally simulated robot joint angles output by the final forward dynamic simulation. The three
error measures were the root-mean-square (RMS) error, the percent RMS error calculated
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by normalizing the RMS error by the joint angle range of motion, and the correlation coeffi-
cient R. Each error measure was reported as the mean ± standard deviation of the 24 errors
calculated for the individual experimental trials.

3.4 Arm-robot model validation

Experimental validation of the robot and coupled arm-robot OpenSim models was per-
formed for only the first two experimental conditions where either the arm was not present
or the arm was passive. Validation could not be performed for the other two experimental
conditions since no measurements were available for the joint torques generated by the sub-
ject’s arm muscles. The goal of model validation was to show that the robot joint torques
calculated via inverse dynamics using the experimentally measured robot motion closely
matched the robot joint torques measured experimentally. The validation process required
only a single mixed dynamic simulation (Table 3) to verify realistic physical prediction of
robot joint torques for each of the 24 experimental trials completed for each experimental
condition.

To quantify errors in the model validation process, we calculated three robot joint torque
error measures from the 24 experimental trials simulated for the first two experimental con-
ditions. Robot joint (i.e., elbow and shoulder) torques were calculated from robot motor (i.e.,
motor1 and motor2) torques using the analytical relationship

τelbow = τmotor2,

τshoulder = τmotor1 + τmotor2.
(4)

Each error measure quantified differences between experimentally measured robot joint
torques and computationally predicted robot joint torques output by a mixed dynamic sim-
ulation. The experimentally measured robot motor torques used in Eq. (2) accounted for
friction effects based on a joint friction model developed by Kinarm Corporation. The three
error measures were again the RMS error, the percent RMS error, and the correlation coef-
ficient R, with each being reported as the mean ± standard deviation of the 24 individual
errors.

4 Results

For the four verification conditions, the robot and arm-robot models accurately reproduced
the experimentally measured robot shoulder and elbow joint angles via forward dynamic
simulations driven by inverse dynamic robot and/or arm torques (Fig. 5). The mean RMS
errors in robot elbow and shoulder joint angles were less than 0.3 deg, representing at most
a 1% RMS error, with all R values equal to 1.00 (Table 4).

For the two validation conditions, the robot and arm-robot models reproduced the exper-
imentally measured robot shoulder and elbow joint torques well via mixed dynamic simula-
tions (Figs. 6–7). The mean RMS errors in robot joint torques were less than or equal to 0.5
Nm, representing at most a 14% RMS error, with all R values greater than or equal to 0.92
(Table 5).

5 Discussion

This study provided general guidelines for constructing coupled arm-robot closed-chain
models in OpenSim and then developed, verified, and validated an OpenSim model of the
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Fig. 5 One trial of each verification test for target 4 (Fig. 4) and Conditions 1 (top row: Active robot, no arm)
through 4 (bottom row: Active robot, active arm) (Fig. 3). Plots were similar for the other 5 targets. The left
column provides a visualization of the endpoints of the motion tested, with the shaded image representing
the start/end position and the solid image representing the maximum reach position. The second and third
columns show the experimental and simulated motion for each reach out (second column) and reach in (third
column) motion. Blue (lighter) curved arrows indicate where robot and/or arm shoulder torques were gen-
erated, whereas red (darker) curved arrows represent where robot and/or arm elbow torques were generated.
The experiment (solid) and verification (dashed) curves (blue/lighter for shoulder, red/darker for elbow) are
almost indistinguishable due to extremely small verification errors

Kinarm exoskeleton rehabilitation robot coupled with a published upper extremity mus-
culoskeletal model [25]. The combined model possessed multiple closed kinematic chains
but only two DOFs, in agreement with the physical Kinarm robot. The model verification
and validation processes were based on experimental robot motor angle and torque data col-
lected from a healthy subject performing six different out-and-back reaching motions within
the robot. An additional test condition involved the robot performing the same six out-and-
back motions by itself without the arm present. The verification and validation simulations
were performed for both the robot model alone and the combined arm-robot model. Verifi-
cation of the combined model involved simulations controlled by the robot alone, the arm
alone, and the arm and robot cooperatively, whereas validation of the combined model in-
volved only simulations controlled by the robot alone, since no experimental measurements
were available for the shoulder and elbow joint torques generated by the arm. The verifica-
tion process revealed that the robot and combined arm-robot models generated theoretically
correct simulation results within the expected errors due to numerical differentiation (for
mixed dynamics) and integration (for forward dynamics). Similarly, the validation process
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Table 4 Summary of differences in experimental and simulated robot joint angles for model verification.
Percent RMS errors were calculated by dividing each RMS error by the maximum range of the trial. R values
indicate the correlation coefficient. Values shown are the mean ± standard deviation for all trails

Condition Shoulder angle Elbow angle

RMSE (deg) % RMSE R value RMSE (deg) % RMSE R value

1. Active robot,
no arm

0.06 ± 0.08 0.34 ± 0.62 1.00 ± 5e−5 0.06 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.17 1.00 ± 5e−5

2. Active robot,
passive arm

0.05 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.26 1.00 ± 4e−5 0.09 ± 0.10 0.36 ± 0.42 1.00 ± 5e−5

3. Passive robot,
active arm

0.10 ± 0.10 0.58 ± 0.70 1.00 ± 1e−4 0.27 ± 0.35 1.12 ± 2.00 1.00 ± 5e−5

4. Active robot,
active arm

0.05 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.28 1.00 ± 5e−5 0.09 ± 0.10 0.35 ± 0.43 1.00 ± 5e−5

revealed that the models predict physically realistic robot joint torques with small RMS er-
rors. Successful verification and validation processes confirmed the reliability and utility of
the proposed general guidelines for modeling and simulating closed-chain arm-robot sys-
tems in OpenSim. With the addition of personalized neural control and arm muscle models,
the combined arm-robot model may eventually provide a useful testbed for designing novel
patient-specific robot control algorithms that target changing desired aspects of a stroke pa-
tient’s coordination strategy.

Although the verification results provide high confidence in the combined model formu-
lation, the validation results suggest that areas for improvement exist. Comparison of vali-
dation results for Condition 1 (active robot, no arm) and Condition 2 (active robot, passive
arm) suggests that the largest area for improvement is in the arm model rather than the robot
model. For Condition 1, the validation results are already excellent with mean RMS robot
joint torque errors of at most 0.07 Nm. The most likely way to reduce those errors further is
by improving the standard Kinarm friction model. For Condition 2, the validation results are
still reasonable, but mean RMS robot joint torque errors of up to 0.49 Nm are an order of
magnitude larger. Apart from simple scaling based on the measured lengths of the subject’s
arm segments, the generic upper extremity model was not calibrated to subject data, and no
active or passive muscle forces were included in the model. Errors in uncalibrated shoulder
and elbow functional axes of the upper extremity model may have had a small contribution
to the torque validation errors for Condition 2. However, the largest contributor to the Con-
dition 2 validation errors was most likely the omission of passive and active muscle force
generation in the upper extremity model. Passive muscle force, which arises from the force-
length properties of muscle [28], typically occurs near the ends of the ranges of joint motions
[29], which are where torque matching errors tended to be the largest (Fig. 7). Furthermore,
even though the subject was instructed to keep his arm passive while the robot moved it
in Condition 2, it is possible that a small amount of muscle activation occurred, resulting
in background active muscle forces that could have influenced the validation results. These
possibilities will be explored in the future once a personalized EMG-driven musculoskeletal
arm model of the subject can be successfully constructed and validated.

Only a few previous studies have coupled a robot model with some form of upper ex-
tremity musculoskeletal model to facilitate the design of assistive robotic devices and/or re-
habilitation interventions [19, 20, 30]. Given the current paucity of such studies, it is worth
asking whether development of combined arm-robot models provides any advantages over
use of just an arm model with added mass properties to account for the presence of the
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Fig. 6 One trial of each validation test for Condition 1: Active robot, no arm. The left column provides a
visualization of the endpoints of the motion tested, with the shaded image representing the start/end position
and the solid image representing the maximum reach position. The second and third columns show the exper-
imental and simulated motion for each reach-out (second column) and reach-in (third column) motion. Blue
(lighter) curved arrows indicate where robot shoulder torques were generated, whereas red (darker) curved
arrows represent where robot elbow torques were generated. The experiment (solid) and validation (dashed)
curves (blue/lighter for shoulder, red/darker for elbow) are extremely similar due to only small validation
errors

robotic exoskeleton. Although creating combined arm-robot models is more complicated,
we believe that this approach possesses at least two important advantages. First, creation of
an explicit robot model allows for a more accurate representation of how robot dynamics
and control interact with the wearer. Without an explicit robot model, it is harder to val-
idate proper functioning of the robot portion of the model, validate different components
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Fig. 7 One trial of each validation test for Condition 2: Active robot, passive arm. Columns and curved
arrows are the same as in Fig. 6

of the robot portion of the model (e.g., joint friction model), and evaluate robot and con-
troller design variations computationally. Lack of an explicit robot model also means that
effective robot mass properties must be calculated for incorporation into the arm model seg-
ments, which could be challenging for robots like the Kinarm that possess multiple closed
kinematic chains rather than a single serial structure. Second, combining an explicit robot
model with an arm model accounts for misalignment between the robot joints and the human
joints as well as interaction forces and moments between the exoskeleton segments and body
segments [31]. Modeling misalignment and interaction forces/moments could be important
for situations where wearer comfort or adverse joint motion/loading is a concern, or where
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Table 5 Summary of differences between experimental and simulated robot joint moments for model valida-
tion. Percent RMS errors were calculated by dividing each RMS error by the maximum range of the trial. R
values indicate the correlation coefficient. Values shown are the mean ± standard deviation for all trails

Condition Shoulder moment Elbow moment

RMSE (Nm) % RMSE R value RMSE (Nm) % RMSE R value

1. Active robot,
no arm

0.07 ± 0.04 4.42 ± 3.29 0.99 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 7.90 ± 1.34 0.98 ± 0.01

2. Active robot,
passive arm

0.50 ± 0.13 12.8 ± 4.80 0.97 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.08 14.3 ± 9.74 0.92 ± 0.12

misalignment might affect the assumption that the robot control torques are experienced
unaltered by the human joints.

As noted earlier, the present study is only the first step toward the long-term goal of
using personalized arm-robot models to design more effective robot control algorithms
that account for a patient-specific neural control deficits and desired changes. To date, no
such robot control algorithms have been designed using personalized computational models.
Even when they can be, they will need to be evaluated in light of the complex and multifac-
torial nature of each patient’s neural control deficits and potential recovery mechanisms.

Future implementation of a model-based approach for robotic neurorehabilitation would
require an entirely new paradigm for the treatment design process [32]. The clinician would
need to have access to a human movement lab possessing video motion capture and elec-
tromyographic (EMG) measurement systems, along with the upper extremity rehabilitation
robot to be used for patient training. The patient would visit the movement lab for a pre-
training test session during which arm motions would be performed outside and inside the
robot. With current experimental technology, such movement testing would likely require
about two hours of patient time. Collaborating engineers would use the patient’s experimen-
tal data to create a personalized neuromusculoskeletal model of the patient’s upper extremity
and couple it with a previously developed and validated model of the upper extremity robot.
The function of the combined arm-robot model would be validated using experimental mo-
tion and EMG data withheld for that purpose. Once formalized, this model creation and
validation process would likely take about two weeks. Working with the clinician, the en-
gineer would then run optimal control simulations using the validated combined model to
predict the simplest changes to the patient’s impaired neural control strategy, and how the
robot controller could help induce them, which would produce the biggest gains in the pa-
tient’s arm function. This predictive process would likely take an additional week or two
of effort. Finally, the patient would return to the movement lab for their first robotic train-
ing session using the personalized robot control algorithm. Since the entire process would
require nearly a month between initial patient testing and initial patient training, shorten-
ing this process would become the topic of future research if a personalized model-based
approach to robotic neurorehabilitation proved to be highly effective.

The most significant challenges encountered in this study involved model construction
and simulation. For model construction, three main challenges had to be addressed. The first
was constructing the OpenSim model of the Kinarm robot from scratch, which required de-
veloping principles for how to model multiple closed kinematic chains. In OpenSim, joints
are used to connect rigid bodies in open kinematic chains, whereas constraints (point, weld,
or point-on-line) are used to close kinematic chains. Thus, to create a model with closed
kinematic chains, one must first define joints to create open kinematic chains and then de-
fine constraints to close kinematic chains. For the planar Kinarm robot with multiple closed
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kinematic chains, we had flexibility in deciding which robot joints should be modeled using
pin joints and which should be modeled using point constraints (Fig. 3). To achieve the de-
sired model functionality, we identified two principles for deciding where to close kinematic
chains using point constraints. The first principle was that two point constraints should never
be used on a single rigid body, since having more than one point constraint on a rigid body
increases the possibility of encountering model assembly errors. The second principle was
that a point constraint should not be used to represent a pin joint where a joint torque needs
to be measured, a coordinate actuator needs to be applied, or a joint motion needs to be pre-
scribed, as OpenSim functionality related to coordinates does not work for point constraints.
Thus, bodies F7 and U5 (Fig. 3) were connected to the Kinarm base using pin joints rather
than point constraints, since we needed to measure the robot motor torques acting on those
pin joints, apply robot motor torques to those pin joints using coordinate actuators, and pre-
scribe the motion of those pin joints. These principles may provide a helpful starting point
for other researchers seeking to develop models with closed kinematic chains in OpenSim.

The second model construction challenge was combining separate robot and arm Open-
Sim models into a single combined OpenSim model. To avoid performing error-prone man-
ual model editing tasks when creating the combined model, we developed custom Matlab
code (available on Simtk.org) to combine two OpenSim models automatically. Although
OpenSim’s current Matlab application programming interface (API) is extremely valuable,
it can be challenging to use when modifying existing models. To address this issue, we de-
veloped Matlab code that allows OpenSim model files to be read into and written from a
Matlab data structure. The code makes it easy to navigate through a model’s structure, mir-
ror a model to the opposite side (e.g., the Kinarm model), and combine two models into a
single model.

The third model construction challenge involved the definition of the shoulder joint in
the generic OpenSim upper extremity model [25]. A surprising issue surfaced when we
calculated the robot motor torques using mixed dynamics for the active robot-passive arm
condition. The calculated robot motor torque contributing to only the robot shoulder torque
(motor 1 in Eq. (2)) was an order of magnitude larger than that measured experimentally.
Furthermore, when an OpenSim inverse dynamics analysis was performed for the same mo-
tion using the arm model decoupled from the robot model, the calculated shoulder torque
was again significantly larger than expected. Since the verification simulations worked as
expected, these observations led us to hypothesize that a problem existed with the way the
shoulder was modeled. After further investigation, we identified the nonphysical intermedi-
ate bodies and associated coordinate couplers in the shoulder joint model as the source of
the problem. Replacing the shoulder model with a 3-DOF gimbal joint resolved the problem
and yielded calculated motor torques that were close to those measured experimentally. Fur-
ther investigation will be required to understand why nonphysical intermediate bodies and
their associated coordinate couplers introduced this issue.

For model simulation, two main challenges had to be addressed, both of which were re-
lated to the presence of closed kinematic chains. The first involved assembly errors caused
by small geometric inconsistencies, necessitating the introduction of a small amount of ge-
ometric “slop” into the model. By default, OpenSim uses a tight assembly tolerance when
seeking to find a feasible model configuration that satisfies all constraints. When small geo-
metric inconsistencies exist in a model with closed kinematic chains, this tight tolerance can
prevent OpenSim from finding a feasible model configuration, causing the simulation to fail.
After encountering this problem with the robot model, we identified two ways to resolve it.
The first is to set the assembly_accuracy tolerance to a looser value in the OpenSim
model file. A good way to select an appropriate tolerance is to determine the accuracy of the
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Fig. 8 Example of an incorrect
OpenSim assembled model
configuration possibly due to
entrapment in a local minimum.
Note that the weld constraint was
defined properly and the initial
conditions were close to the
desired final configuration

measurements used to construct the model geometry. For example, if the geometric mea-
surements used to construct the model were accurate to within 0.1 mm, then the OpenSim
assembly_accuracy tolerance should be set to 1 × 10−4 meters. The downside of this
approach is that the assembled configuration of the model may become less accurate than
desired. The second way is to introduce additional DOFs into the model that eliminate re-
dundant constraints. We followed this approach in the present study by replacing some pin
joints with cylindrical joints, which allowed extremely small out-of-plane motions in the
robot model to achieve the original tight assembly accuracy for all simulations.

The second model simulation challenge involved entrapment in a local minimum when
solving assembly constraints. We encountered this issue when seeking to enforce the weld
constraint that connected the hand in the arm model to the handrest in the robot model. If
OpenSim was given a poor initial guess for the configuration of the combined model, then
its assembly algorithm would find a solution where the relative position of the two bodies
in the weld constraint was correct but their relative orientation was incorrect, resulting in an
unrealistic assembled configuration (Fig. 8). To help the assembly algorithm find the correct
assembled configuration, we tried placing the two models in an initial configuration that was
close to satisfying the weld constraint, and we also clamped the torso rotations in the arm
model to be within realistic ranges. When that approach still did not produce the correct
assembled configuration, we swapped the directionality of the weld constraint such that the
OpenSim assembly analysis moved the robot model with respect to a fixed arm model to
perform the assembly process. Although this final approach produced the correct assembled
configuration of the model, it remains unclear why having OpenSim move the arm model
with respect to the robot model when enforcing the weld constraint would not work.

This study possesses two types of limitations that should be considered when evaluating
the current study and planning future studies with the arm-robot model. The first type is
model limitations. Neural control and muscle–tendon models were not utilized in the ex-
isting arm model, though generic musculoskeletal geometry is already present in the arm
model. To our knowledge, no study to date has developed and validated a personalized neu-
romusculoskeletal arm model that when driven by the subject’s experimental EMG data can
reproduce the subject’s experimentally measured motion via a forward dynamic simulation,
as the development of such a model remains a significant research challenge. Furthermore,
the development of such a personalized model will require significant modifications to the
MoBL-ARMS upper extremity model, the development of regression relationships for es-
timating peak isometric forces for upper extremity muscles, and the identification of a re-
liable method for estimating missing EMG signals. In addition, interactions between the
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upper arm/forearm and their corresponding armrests on the robot were not modeled. Mod-
eling arm interaction with the armrests will require eliminating the weld constraint between
the hand and handrest and adding either point-on-line constraints or simple contact mod-
els between the upper arm/forearm and the corresponding robot armrests. The second type
is experimental limitations. EMG, arm motion (via video motion capture), and arm torque
(via inverse dynamics) data were not available to validate the two experimental conditions
with active arm control. Collection of these additional data in a future study would allow
the incorporation of subject-specific neural control and muscle–tendon models into the arm
model and subsequent validation of combined model function in the two conditions with
active arm control.

6 Conclusion

This study presented general guidelines for creating and simulating coupled arm-robot mod-
els in OpenSim, as coupling a skeletal arm model to a rehabilitation robot model introduces a
closed kinematic chain that significantly complicates the OpenSim modeling and simulation
process. The utility of these general guidelines was demonstrated using a specific example
involving modeling and simulation of a three-dimensional arm moving within a two degree-
of-freedom upper extremity rehabilitation robot, where the combined arm-robot OpenSim
model was verified computationally and validated experimentally. With the future addition
of patient specific muscle–tendon and neural control models, the coupled arm-robot Open-
Sim model may prove useful for designing patient-specific cooperative arm-robot control
algorithms that improve the effectiveness of robotic training for stroke neurorehabilitation.
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